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INTERVIEWS
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accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.
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W
hat do you think the purpose of a

tattoo is? It’s a question that I like

to ask people once in a while,

especially people who don’t have any body

art. It either stops them in their tracks – they

become silent as they wait for my answer (wrongly assuming that I

have one!) – or it gives them a chance for a bit of homespun

philosophy. It’s an interesting question. I like to think that everyone is

an individual, and therefore each person’s reason for getting a tattoo is

unique. But maybe that’s just wishful thinking?

In the society we live in today, tattooing – on the surface – serves no

real practical purpose. We know our tattoos can’t protect us from

harm or endow us with some strength or power we don't naturally

possess. Nobody gets a tattoo of a cheetah before the January sales so

they can get to the bargains first. 

A tattoo may well serve a higher purpose at some point in time,

perhaps to commemorate the loss of a loved one for example, but in

the nature of the emotional healing process eventually the aesthetic

outlasts the raw distress. We simply like the way they look and the way

they make us feel, and that in itself is an age-old reason for getting

tattooed. If you go back to the Edo period in Japan (1600 - 1868 AD),

the first wearers of the more ornate Japanese style we recognise today

were young men doing what young men do.

We only have to look to ancient, tribal cultures to find out that a life

without certain markings would leave you disadvantaged. It was the

protection or empowerment that the tattoo was thought to endow

upon the owner that was important. From all the pictorial evidence I

have seen, these tattoos were worn with immense pride and were no

doubt psychologically empowering. So there are bridges that connect

us. 

Perhaps by drawing those parallels across cultures and through the

sands of time we might get a glimpse of something that may draw us all

together. I don’t believe that being a tattooed person makes you part of

a club, or a global family, but I do believe some of the strongest bonds

in my life have been created within tattooing – based on respect,

passion and love for this most noble and ancient art. 

Until next month...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Accept the things to which fate binds you, 

and love the people with whom fate brings you together, 

but do so with all your heart.”

- Marcus Aurelius 
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NewS & ReviewS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

Book Review
Black Magick: 
The Art of Chet Zar
Published by Beinart
Price: £22.00
173 pages. Hardback.

Chet Zar’s love affair with horror - its imagery and how to create it - started at a very
young age. Since those early day of disfiguring friends with homemade prosthetics
and make-up, he has moved through various special effects departments helping to
create a dark aesthetic in films such as Hellboy II, Xmen: The Last Stand, and Priest to
name but a few. His work with the band Tool certainly demonstrates the perceptive
nature of his bleak vision. He now concentrates 
on oil on canvas, exhibiting regularly at Paul
Booth’s Last Rites Tattoo Theatre over the years.
Black Magick is an impressive collection of work 
by an artist who found a natural home within the

tattoo community, and freedom within
darkness. 

Grab a Ticket to the Tattoo Tea Party

Now well and truly established, the Tattoo

Tea Party returns in 2014 on the weekend

of March 1st and 2nd.  This year’s show

promises to build on the Party’s unique

approach to entertainment, which centres

around the now almost-legendary

Gentlemen’s Deathmatch. After my shock

defeat to our very own Perry last year, I

have been in training and revenge will be

mine. If you fancy a front-row seat for this

grudge match, and a weekend at one of the

friendliest shows currently on the circuit,

we have five weekend passes to give away.

Email comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with

the subject line ‘Anyone For Tea?’

Competition closes on Monday 24th

February and the winners will be notified

that very same day. See terms and

conditions on page 5.

Artist Wanted
Electric Buddha Tattoo in

Ramsgate is looking for a fourth

artist to join their busy, vibrant band

of merry men (and one woman). 

It's a part-time position at first, but

for the right applicant there will

definitely be a chance to go full-

time. The successful applicant

should be able to work in a variety

of styles. Previous studio experience

is a must as this is not an

apprenticeship. No drink, drug or

attitude problems will be tolerated.

Anyone interested should send a

link to their portfolio to Dan Stone at

danstone1975@hotmail.co.uk
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Doubtfire on the Move
Rob Doubtfire’s tattoo studio has moved. He can now

be found at 4-6 North Parade, Bradford, BD1 3HT.

Contact the studio on 01274 726 902
rob.doubtfire@hotmail.co.uk
www.robstattoostudio.co.uk

The self-
preservation
society 

T
he preservation of tattoo art beyond the grave

has always been a hot topic. So much

beautiful artwork is produced... and then

inevitably the original is lost to the world. Well,

Dutch tattoo artist Peter van der Helm, owner of

Walls and Skin tattoo shop in Amsterdam, has

come up with a process whereby, if you wish, your

beloved ink can live on. It goes a little bit like this:

having popped your clogs (sorry, couldn’t resist)

your body is whisked off to a pathologist who whips

off your tattooed skin and packages it up in

formaldehyde for 48 hours. Then off it goes to a

laboratory where, over a twelve week period, all

moisture is extracted from it and replaced with

silicone, leaving a rubbery substance. At this point,

it is deemed to have become a ‘product’ and is no

longer considered to be human remains. Presently

only available in Holland, via Peter, it will be

interesting to see how other countries’ legal

systems view this process, and if it catches on.

www.wallsandskin.com/preserveyourtattoos
is where you will find the details. 

(Those who wish to be cremated need not apply.)

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
Ticket Giveaway
Conventions come thick and fast in the first half of 2014. You pays your money

and takes your choice, but it’s odds-on that the Liverpool Tattoo Convention

will come up with the goods . This year it’s on May 17th and 18th and it already

looks like a humdinger, with the very best of UK tattooing and some quality

from further afield. We have five weekend passes to give away, so if a weekend

on the banks of the Mersey is right up your street, let us know. Just send us an

email to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the subject line ‘John Who?’, and

remember to include your name and address. All entries should be in by March

5th. See terms and conditions on page 5.

BRIGHTON FLASH

COMPETITION
Total Tattoo will once again be running the Flash Competition this year

at the Brighton Tattoo Convention. Open to all, it will be judged by Al

Pachanka of Gentlemans Tattoo Flash. Entries must be brought to the

Total Tattoo booth no later than 1pm on the Sunday. Your name and

studio should be on the back, but no identification on the front. No

more than one entry per person, please. Now draw, damn you, draw!

TATTOO APPRENTICESHIP
South Coast Tattoo in Worthing, West Sussex is looking for a

skilled artist to join as an apprentice. The position is five

days a week and paid. Located 20 minutes from Brighton,

this is a busy shop with a great reputation for custom work.

Applicants must apply via email with a portfolio containing

examples of drawings, paintings and sketches in a range of

styles. Please include a current CV. Send to

jason.sctattoo@yahoo.co.uk.



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

AN INCREDIBLE EXHIBITION

Antony Flemming - A Tattoo Life

http://vimeo.com/60737118

Hush ‘Twin’ opening at New Image Art

https://vimeo.com/23962047

Tibetan Monks Sand Mandala

https://vimeo.com/8678340

Tomasz Tofi Torfinski Time Lapse

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-30dO2GGCo
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From the 6th May 2014, Musée du Quai
Branly in Paris will be opening its
doors on one of the largest and most

ambitious tattoo exhibitions ever. Over two
and half years in the making, this is a hugely
ambitious project. It will consist of five
sections, each covering a different area of
tattooing and its social and cultural
development, and it will also include unseen
work from many of today’s most influential
artists. It promises to be a real treat as well as
a reason to spend a weekend in Paris. It runs
until 18th October 2015, so there is plenty of
time for you to hatch a cunning plan. We’ll
provide more details nearer the time.
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New artist at 

O’Happy 
Dagger
Lucian Luco will be joining

Hayley Hayes and Paul

Tipping at O' Happy Dagger

tattoo studio in Amersham. 

If you’re interested in getting

work from Lucian you can get

in touch via the shop.

www.happydagger.co.uk

France Attempts to Ban
Coloured Inks!

I know it sounds crazy, but this was a real possibility
for tattooing in France. The French National Agency
for the Safety of Medicines and Health Products
recommended that the government ban fifty-nine
products used to create nine out of the ten coloured
inks available in the country today. The Syndicat
National des Artistes Tatoueurs, aka S.N.A.T., went
before the National Assembly and opposed the ban,
which would have come into force on January 1st this
year. As Marisa Kakoulas [Total Tattoo contributor and
driving force of the excellent Needles and Sins blog] puts
it, “The takeaway from this incident in France is that,
when the tattoo community mobilises and also works in
partnership with government officials, we can have
greater control over how the industry is regulated, to
ensure safety, but also further the art form.”

Book Review
Scott Irwin – Artistic Wonderworks
Published by: Wolf and Wizard Productions

Price: £47.50

Available from Gentlemans Tattoo Flash

www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk

158 pages. Softback.

It would be easy to pop Scott Irwin into a box and file him away under

New School, but that would be a big mistake. A quick flick through

‘Artistic Wonderworks’ reveals an obsession with deformity and decay, as

well as a preoccupation with his cultural identity, which sets him apart

from many artists working in this genre. His imagination rides roughshod

over anything and everything, making this a book you can return to again

and again, finding something very different every time. With Scott’s highly

personalised style, ‘Artistic

Wonderworks’ is a sometimes-

twisted but always-humorous

stroll through this talented artist’s

mind.

india street open for business
News reaches us that talented

young tattooist Craig Kelly has

opened his new studio 

India Street Tattoo Parlour at

1 India Street, Belfast, Northern

Ireland, BT7 1LJ. instagram:

@indiastreettattooparlour

instagram: @craigkellytattoo 

email: indiastreettattooparlour@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/craigkellytattooer

We wish him well.
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Arianna, how long have you been
tattooing?
Professionally since 2002, and before that,
I did three years of apprenticeship, the
first two of which were dedicated to
drawing and learning about all the
preparation aspects.

What first attracted you to
tattooing?
It was an instinct; I first saw a tourist
sporting a tattoo when I was a teenager.
Initially I was attracted to the idea of
getting tattooed and eventually I started
to fantasise about how great it would be
to do them myself.

Do you come from an artistic
family?
Yes. I guess my mother has
always been very skilled with
drawing. She would casually
sketch a portrait of you
while she was chatting. My
aunt is also a very creative
person with a great sense of
aesthetics. She worked a lot
as a sculptor with clay.

At the beginning of your career,
what were your initial difficulties
and satisfactions?
Initially the harshest part of my early
experience was on an emotional level because
the first person to give me an opportunity to
learn was a very tough personality to handle:
very unstable. Unfortunately I knew I had no
option other than to withstand the verbal and

mental clashes. That was
hard. 

C
lean lines, cryptic images and a unique colour

palette packed solidly into the skin – these are

the hallmarks of Miss Arianna’s work. Her

tattoos are unmistakable and her influence on modern

traditional tattooing is undeniable. Last summer

tattooist Luca Ortis travelled to Rimini in Italy to spend

some time working with Miss Arianna and her crew at

Skinwear.  While he was there, he kindly agreed to

interview Miss Arianna for Total Tattoo. Enjoy...

14 Total Tattoo Magazine

Interview: Luca Ortis
Pictures: Miss Arianna
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It lasted three years, then I moved to a different studio for a year and a half, where I really learnt
the trade; doing walk-ins day in, day out, learning to make needles - I have a really strong memory
of that: the smell of the flux. That whole process was a really important step.

When you started out a little over a decade ago, were there many women
tattooing in Italy?
Absolutely not, and I was very aware of this. A typical situation was that I would be on my own
in the studio and a client would come in and ignore me, expecting a man to be their tattooist.
They’d be completely baffled when I’d tell them that their appointment was with me. Even when
I opened my own studio, there were times when customers would say they would rather be
tattooed by the shop manager, who wasn’t even a tattooist, because he was a man! It was tough,
but ultimately I quickly managed to find the strength to project confidence, which resolved those
situations.

Do you feel that you helped to pave the way for other women?
In this area definitely. A lot of younger girls saw what I was doing and realised the possibilities.
It’s satisfying to have broken through into a profession that has always been male dominated. In
any case, my personality means I am often drawn towards things that normally shouldn’t be done.
I like a challenge. 

Did you feel that you were part of a scene of emerging Italian tattooists who
started to be known internationally?
I think so. I started to feel that way in 2007; it was the year of the Long Beach and Sacramento
conventions and I went with a group of Italian artists of the same generation, who were all
starting to get known on the scene. I shared a stand with Lupo and got to know Beppe from
Ink Addiction in Verona. Little by little I got to know other people who now draw international
clients to Italy.

I wanted to talk about Rudy Fritsch and how he might have influenced you,
as I feel a certain affinity between your work and his. 
Sure, at the time he was already a strong international figure, and I certainly was influenced.
He tattooed me even before I started tattooing, so little by little we developed a friendship and
I have a lot of admiration for him. You will always be influenced by the work you admire. I just
loved the strength of his work, which I feel is on a par with proper black tribal work in terms of
its power and intensity. When you see that, you just feel “damn, this stuff is new!” and it hits you.
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How do you think your style
developed? Was it a conscious
direction?
I’ve always needed to do things well and
precisely. My first tattoo (a small Celtic sun)
was done so badly and with such little care
that I really felt the drive to not repeat that.
It’s not about seeking perfection, but certainly
putting maximum effort into getting a clean
drawing, a clean stencil: really having some
solid foundations so that even if the colour
drops out a bit it will still hold up. I’m quite
proud that here in Rimini most people used to
be put off getting colour by their tattooist, and
told it would have to be retouched every six
months. I worked hard at convincing people
that colours could be put in solidly and that
they can last.

Talking about colours, your colour
scheme is very unique. 
That’s something that developed when Mallo
from La Bottega Dei Tatuaggi in Ostia looked
at my flash and asked, “What palette are you
using? There are too many colours!” That's
when I realised the importance of a colour
scheme and the importance of using a
restricted palette.

Let’s talk about the symbolism in your work.
It’s very important for me. I started studying symbolism in my late teens; it’s been a long-
standing interest of mine, and even if it's only a small detail, I’ll always try to introduce a small
positive symbol. For me, it’s a ritual. Actually, as a teenager my interest in symbols came as a
reaction to learning about the Holocaust.  This was such a shocking part of modern history,
and it affected me so much that studying Nazism and its imagery was cathartic. One day I
found a book called ‘Occult Origins of Nazism’ and it lead me on a journey of discovery of
the power of symbols and how they should be used in a positive way.

Do you feel influenced by Italian art?
I do by the Romagna area where I’m from. It’s full of castles and medieval history. I remember
drawing a sheet of flash that was all based around the Malatesta family who were the Lords
of Rimini. They are a fascinating family; Sigismondo Malatesta built the Duomo in Rimini: The
Malatestian Temple. That was the first such building actually dedicated to a man (Sigismondo
himself) and not a deity. That’s quite groundbreaking. So all of these aspects of my land have
influenced me, but not necessarily Italy as a whole.
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We talked about developing a
personal style. How do you keep
your work fresh while still being
recognisable?
I try to do it first of all by avoiding
boredom on a personal level. Now that
we have social networks like Instagram
and Facebook, whatever you do is
instantly seen by a large number of people
and obviously if you publish a piece that
people like, you’ll be asked for more of the
same. I have, at times, stopped publishing
photos of works that were becoming too
requested and that were starting to define
me too much. I remember being asked to
do perfume bottles all the time a few
years ago and so all of a sudden I became
the girly tattooist. That’s never been
something that I aspired to - on the
contrary; I’ve always preferred my work
to be dealing with stronger imagery. 

What’s the process with your
clients?
I’m quite direct with people. No small talk.
I want to get a sense of the person I’m
dealing with. You need to be a little
selective. I think all tattooists have had bad
experiences with clients who they
shouldn’t have taken on. Say you have a
young kid asking for a large rib piece as
their first tattoo – I’d try to put them off
and tell them it’s a really tough spot. They
insist and you cave in, then on the day they
tap out after a few minutes. That really
infuriates me because that’s a complete
waste of time. Someone else who takes
this more seriously could have got
tattooed instead. So it’s best to be a bit
stern and then as you get to know them
you can start relaxing and having a good
time. You have to be professional and
serious to do this job.
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What is your opinion on the
situation of tattooing in Italy?
Pretty sad in many ways; Italy is in an
economic crisis, as I guess everybody
knows. The various reality shows and the
embracing of tattooing by people who,
maybe in the past, wouldn’t have been part
of it have robbed tattooing of a lot of its
value. On the one hand you have
collectors who only get pieces by famous
artists: they’re impeccably tattooed with
thousands of Euros worth of ink, and at
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the same time others are covered in tons
of shit. All that matters is quantity. Those
covered in shit are often tattooed by their
friends who are trying their hand at a job
that they shouldn’t be doing in the first
place. These are kids who don’t care about
putting down a bad piece because neither
does their guinea pig. Here in Rimini,
you’re a ‘qualified’ tattooist after just a few
lessons and 50 Euros tax.

My last question to you is: if you
didn't do this job what would you
be doing?
Something with a social aspect, within
education I guess. With children or
teenagers, dealing with those formative
years. Or maybe cabaret!

Skinwear Tattoo Shop
Via Tempio Malatestiano, 35 
(c/o Palazzo Diotallevi)
47921 Rimini (centro storico)
(RN) Italy
phone-fax: +39 (0) 541 28013

www.missarianna.com
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W
arsaw does not have a reputation for being a particularly

beautiful European city; the Polish capital was destroyed almost

entirely during the second world war, and was rebuilt with more

than its fair share of grey, Stalinist monumentalism. Those scars from the

past aren’t easily eradicated, either from the cityscape or from the soul of its

citizens, but they have given Warsaw an attitude of defiance, which also

seems to have rubbed off on the tattoo community. This makes the Polish

capital an attractive destination for tattoo fans, for sure. With this first

Warsaw Tattoo Convention, organisers Sebastian (Junior Ink) and Dominik

(Azazel Tattoo) have created a brand new event that is putting a lot more

colour into the grey, autumn season.

Words and photos: Travellin’ Mick 

Tattooing is practised to its very highest level

in this country, but if travelling Polish artists

weren’t so ubiquitous in many European

countries now, their outstanding performance

would have gone almost unnoticed by the

international scene. All the more important is

the fact that, after Krakow and Gdansk,

Warsaw has joined the exclusive circle of

cities that are holding an annual international

tattoo convention in Poland now. 

Just like his Polish colleagues Lenu, Zappa or

Kamil, Sebastian Junior is a true role model for

this young scene, which makes him the right

person to engineer this event’s success.  And

he certainly delivers: taking place on the spick-

and-span upper viewing deck of the football

stadium of Legia Warszawa (in capitalist times

reincarnated as the Pepsi Arena), the

convention is rocking! 

With the vast majority of tattooists coming

from Poland itself, plus a few select friends and

outstanding additions from outside the

country, almost 150 artists celebrate a true

fiesta of tattooing, as hundreds of

masterpieces are being produced during this

one short weekend. The cameras were clicking

nonstop. 

If every weekend in Warsaw were this

colourful, we would certainly spend more time

in this hospitable country, which is very much

on the upswing! 

1. by bam, kult tattoo (poland) 

2. the palace of culture, warsaw

3. by pawel gawkowski, 

panteon tattoo (poland) 

4. by manio lo, 

rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland) 
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warsaw 2013
1.

2. 3. 4.



5. by slawek, tattoo (poland)

6. by kostas baronis, proki tattoo (greece)

7. by piotrek, aerograffiti (poland) 

8. by piotr, meatshop tattoo (denmark)

9. by gepas, tomaszów mazowiecki (poland)  

10. by zappa, cykada tattoo (poland)

11. by peter lagergren, malmö classic (sweden)

12. by david rudzinski, symbolica (poland)

13. by tofi, ink-ognito (poland) (see linky on page 10)

14. by piotr, meatshop tattoo (denmark)

15. by karolina, primitive tattoo (poland)
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Interview with
Sebastian Junior 
(Organiser, Warsaw Tattoo Convention)  

Sebastian, you are one of the icons

of Polish tattooing. Many younger

artists have learnt from you, and

look up to you. You seemed quite

nervous yesterday. Do you feel

alright now?

Yes, on Saturday we were taken by surprise by

the huge crowds arriving, and people had to

queue for too long at the entrance. It made

me doubt whether the location is really the

right venue, or if it’s large enough. Today, things

look better and everybody, artists and visitors,

seem happy. 

It was certainly quite packed in here

yesterday! This isn’t the first

convention you’ve put on, is it? 

No, I actually did two small Warsaw

conventions about ten years ago, but it was a

totally different situation. The tattoo scene is

different now: it’s ten times bigger. Actually, the

entire tattoo world has changed during this

time.  

What was your motivation to do this

to yourself again, to undergo all the

stress of organising a convention? 

Many of my tattoo artist friends kind of

pushed me into this direction, to revive

Warsaw. In the end I gave in, since I wanted to

give something back to the tattoo scene that

had been so good to me. That’s why we are

doing this charity painting session for the

victims of the typhoon in the Philippines. But

it’s hard work, I tell you. Today I thought that

my little daughter didn’t recognise me because

I’ve been away from home too much in the

past few months [laughs].

Do you feel the show was well

supported? 

Oh yes. Colleagues helped, and we found

some sponsors. We even got 140 litres of free

vodka for the artist catering, so it’s no surprise

everybody is having fun! I guess I’ve got to do

it again next year! 

16. by lukasz antosik (on the road) 

17. by slawek (on the road) 

18. by marcin, junior ink (poland) 

19. by jodzi, street tattoo (poland) 

20. by julia, 

blackstar tattoo (poland)  

21. by slawek, tattoo (poland)  

22. by daniel gardebrandt (sweden) 

21. 22.
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23. by novick, junior ink (poland) 

24. by eddie (lithuania) 

25. by pawel gawkowski, panteon tattoo (poland)

26. by julia, blackstar tattoo (poland)

27. by kris, caffeine tattoo (poland) 

23. 24.

25.

26.

27.
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weird and  
High Street Taxidermy
Some people see taxidermy as preserving the dead, whereas others will look
on it as giving something a second chance to live. Inanimate yes, but
treasured, celebrated and reconditioned to its former grand stature. In the
north of England, you’ll find an exciting and inspiring entrepreneur who
has done exactly that to a tired old shop in Lancashire, and by doing so,
introduced the world of taxidermy and antiques to a whole new audience.
The man is Norman Wright, the force behind The Weird & Wonderful. 

Since opening his flagship store in Accrington
in September 2013, Norman has worked
tirelessly to source some of the most rare and
intriguing natural history artefacts you’re ever
likely to see for sale. “As a kid, I never
imagined owning a shop full of wondrous
things,” laughs Norman. “I just took one step
at a time through life and I guess I found
myself here!”

The Weird & Wonderful stocks a beguiling
range of products, from entomology and skulls
to full taxidermy pieces and trophy heads.
Often seen as the preserve of a more mature

and affluent audience, Norman’s keen to point
out that, “you don’t even need a lot of money
to collect taxidermy - small skulls can be
found in the store from just £15.” 

With a strong focus on education and
conservation as part of his brand’s mission
statement, Norman explains, “I think there are
a lot of preconceptions around taxidermy that
are not actually true. We at The Weird &
Wonderful are animal lovers and believe that
in dealing with animal remains, everything
should be done with decency and respect for
the animal that they came from.”

So how does a young guy from Lancashire fall
in love with taxidermy and antiques? “I’ve
always had an affinity for old things,” says
Norman. “As a kid, I’d go to all the museums
and castles around the country with my
grandmother, but as a teenager I became more
involved with art, eventually studying it at
college and university.” 

This interest rapidly evolved during a trip to
Paris, where seeing natural history used as a
form of decoration made Norman “instantly
fall in love with the idea”. He’s not alone in
developing a love for this form of art and as
Norman’s observed, “The interest in taxidermy
in the UK is certainly on the rise; even
worldwide, people are becoming more
interested in studying and collecting the
remains of animals.” 

His initial forays into selling came about
through visiting auctions with his parents, and
applying this approach to his love of natural
history led to him selling a few items on eBay,
before branching out into his own  website.
“When the site first launched I had just four or



   wonderful
five products on there and was online for about
three months before anyone even bought
anything!” he says, but this did not deter him
and all of the takings were invested into
acquiring new stock. As the online trade for
The Weird & Wonderful grew slowly but
surely, Norman realised that he needed more
space in order to fulfil the rapidly increasing
volume of sales. He quips, “It was getting to
the point where there were animals in the
living room, in my bedroom, and in my
parents’ bedroom. It was getting a bit out of
hand! I needed a physical retail premises
where customers could come and visit me, in a
space where I could put everything on
display.”  

At the time, Norman’s friend Chris Brownless
was trying to track down a premises for his
barbershop, North West Barber Co. Like
Norman, Chris wanted a property with a bit of
a unique twist in order to stand out from the
crowd. So it seemed logical for the two of
them to team up.

words and pictures by Alex Guest
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Re-energising a retail property that has lain
dormant is quite like the act of taxidermy
itself. Norman and Chris settled on a rundown
store that Norman’s family had owned for a
few years. Working with the bare bones of the
building’s structure, they set to the task of
applying features, detail, skin and a glint of
life once-lived. The resurrection started in
April 2013, and it was an arduous eight-week
renovation project. “Most of the work was
done entirely by us, perfecting every detail to
our personal tastes”, says Norman, who
worked continuously without rest for days on
end in order to develop his vision into the
stunning reality it is today.

The store is a true testament to the adventurous
spirit that Norman looks to capture with the
rare and exotic stock that he sources, each
piece a beautiful example of care and
craftsmanship. Hidden amongst the shelves,
basking in front of the striking fireplace at the
heart of the shop, are treasures from all corners
of the world that Norman goes to great lengths
to source ethically.  

Some of the more popular items include the
incredibly beautiful Death’s Head Hawkmoths
(the Silence of the Lambs moth) that Norman
personally hand frames for every order, the
huge range of skulls that range from giraffes to
African grey parrots, and a stunning variety of
box-framed butterflies. Now that he has more

room to store and showcase his wares, Norman
has also introduced entire new ranges to
complement the skulls and antlers that adorn
his walls, including a select number of animal
skins and wet specimens - and there’s plenty
more to come!

With the chance to come along on a Thursday
night and hang out with Norman and the guys
from the barbershop next door, the air of The
Weird and Wonderful is one of inclusion,
where everybody is welcome along to join
them for a drink, a browse around the store
and possibly even a haircut too. It’s a place
opened by friends, for friends. 

If your interest has been piqued, but northern
England is a little too far, then you can always
build your collection through the well-
maintained and regularly updated website at
www.theweirdandwonderful.com. That said,
we highly recommend a trip to Accrington, to
take in the spectacular trappings of The Weird
& Wonderful, in all its fleshed-out glory. 

The Weird & Wonderful is open from Tuesday
to Saturday at 6-8 Whalley Rd, Accrington,
Lancashire. You can contact Norman via
norman@theweirdandwonderful.com 
and follow his day-to-day exploits on
Instagram: theweirdandwonderful
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For Sara X, living life through the lens leads people
to assume she has a certain level of outgoing
confidence. This is something she finds difficult to

live up to, in her own words, “I’m socially incredibly
awkward”.  She goes on to explain that, “in social
situations I’m shy and quiet, which often gets
misinterpreted as being aloof or stuck-up. Inside I’m
dying, afraid to open my mouth in case something
really dumb comes out. Sara X started out as a persona
for me to feel way cooler than I really was. Over time,
it’s become who I am, encompassing all aspects of my
personality; from the burlesque stage performer and
model to the bookworm who loves crafting and taking

nature hikes.” For all of her humility and
shyness, when the camera comes out, it

captures a confidence and vitality that begs
the question, who is the real Sara X?

Sara, how did
you get into
modelling?
I started taking

pictures of
myself with

my digital
camera

when I
was

about

16, in the Friendster days. I did my first
professional photo shoot soon after I
turned 18. There was this girl who
wouldn’t leave me alone; I guess you
could call it bullying. She would viciously
put me down on her little blog and talk
about how she was better than me to
anyone who would listen. There was a
website that she wanted to be on really
badly and kept getting rejected, so I
submitted my photos to it. I was accepted
first try. My career, and my life, went on
from there. 

How would you describe your
tattoos and your style in general?
In a word: dark. I wear a lot of black;
most of my tattoos are pretty
monochromatic. It’s only partially due to
being a goth, really I just hate doing
loads of laundry. Whenever I wear light
colours, I just mysteriously end up getting
some sort of food stain all over them. The
last time I wore a white shirt, I ate
spaghetti… it didn’t end well!
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Where does your interest in tattoos
come from?
My brother, who is a decade older than I
am, had a series of girlfriends when I
was a kid who all had dyed black hair,
safety pins through their noses, and
tattoos. I thought they were fascinating! I
fell in love with that aesthetic. When I
was 18 I started out getting just about
any piercing you can think of in my face;
the tattoos came a little later.

When did you get your first tattoo
and how do you feel about it now?
My first tattoo is a compass rose squarely
placed between my hipbones. I thought
at the time that no one would really ever
see it. I was wrong; only a few months
later I started go-go dancing in my
skivvies. At one point I almost got it
covered with a giant black bat… I’m glad
I didn’t do that. I don’t mind it now.

At what point did you realise that
you wanted to be heavily tattooed
and how has that shaped your life? 
It’s kind of like having a custom paint
job. It’s definitely a commitment, and not
one to be taken lightly in my opinion. I
always wanted to look different. I started
with the piercings when I was younger,
and I’m happy about that. I’m afraid of
what kind of tattoos I would have
covered myself in, had I started when I
didn’t have such a good sense of self. I
was 24 when I got my chest done, which
was my first really large piece, and from
then on I wanted to be covered. It’s
taken me from being a girl with a few
tattoos who models, to a tattooed model,
and I love it. Sometimes it makes my life
difficult because there are still people
who don’t accept that you can be
beautiful and intelligent while covered in
ink.

Have you had to deal with much
negativity?
I get it all the time, surprisingly a lot in
Las Vegas. I’m actually about to fill out
an application right after this for a job at
a swanky casino. I can’t find any
information online about whether they
hire girls with tattoos, but they do require
a headshot. I have a feeling I’m going to
get a ‘you’re not exactly what we’re
looking for’ email, but I’ll still try. I went
to one open call (which is how they hire
people here) trying to get a job as a
cocktail waitress, but the guy pushed my
résumé back at me without even looking
at it, telling me that I was too heavily
tattooed.

Other than the world of ink, what
are your passions?
Burlesque is my newfound love! Putting

the costumes together is a blast, and I
can just totally zone out, gluing
rhinestones to every possible surface of a
costume.  Creating a routine allows me to
physically express how I feel about the
music. Putting it all together is a fantastic
creative outlet.

I know you’re a big fan of art in its
wider sense, any particular type?
I’m by no means a connoisseur; I’ve
started exploring art museums just in the
past couple of years. I love the old
paintings that look like photographs.
They have more meaning to me than a
lot of modern art, which is all, ‘these
three black squares represent the
Spanish Civil War’. I mean, what?! No. I
pretty much hate a good deal of modern
art, especially Rothko. Every time I
go to a museum that has a
Rothko in it, I get a photo of
me glaring at it. It started
with my friend taking a
photo of the back of
my head when I was
trying to understand
what I was looking
at, and now it’s
become a tradition.

Do you have a
muse? 
Honestly, it’s the
Internet; there’s an
unlimited wealth of
knowledge. There are
so many people that are
doing so many great
things all over the world and
documenting it, overcoming

great odds or becoming
entrepreneurs. Finding inspiration for
anything is easy.

Many other women will be
drawn towards the modelling
world. What would your advice
to them be?
Don’t get naked for free, especially if
someone is trying to make you feel
like you need to; don’t trust some
sleazy guy who tries to say he can
get you into a magazine unless he
has proof he’s been published before;
don’t ever get at-home tattoos, even if
they’re cheaper or from a friend! Go
to a professional in a clean, reputable
studio. And for the love of God, don’t
get a bunch of terrible tattoos just to

get covered quickly.

Hair/Make-Up: Sara X
Tattoos: Carl Fuchs

Wardrobe: Cheri Wilson
Chagollan with
Wonderland Corsets
Words and
Photography: 
Jenna Kraczek
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the jurassic coasttattoo convention
T

here is something strangely satisfying about putting pen to

paper and writing the last convention report of the year. Until

2012 that happened around the end of November, but then the

Jurassic Coast Convention came out of leftfield to stake its claim on

the traditionally barren month of December. Their debut show was

greeted with open arms and welcomed onto the calendar. It was no

surprise, therefore, to hear that the organisers had decided to take

another bite of the mince pie in 2013.

At first glance, it seemed that everything had changed for the 2013 show. One day had become
two, which is pretty much the way of things, and the show had moved out of Poole to
Wimborne, a small town a little inland. To be honest, the new home did not have quite the
presence of the old one, but it did have that all-important welcoming feeling that every show
needs, and a great café which served a mean fish finger sandwich. 

The artists were split between two rooms and that always seems to get a mixed reaction, but for
me, at this venue it worked. You could move about the show with no problem and if the mood
took you, and you fancied braving the elements, you could head across the gravel drive to their
Alternative Christmas Market. Fancy a nice hand-carved human skull for your Nan or a shrunken
head for that special lady in your life? Perhaps a stylish grim reaper ring for your mother-in-law
or a hand-painted saw? Or if all that fails, how about a nice bit of organic cheese? There was no
lack of variety. I think perhaps some of the older inhabitants of the town who popped into the
market for a quick peek were a little taken aback.

Most of the studios there were relatively local, although not all of them, which was very much
the case last year as well, It was nice to see Alex from Adorned, whose dot work was really
turning heads at the show. Bear Doran from River City Tattoo Collective was next to Farrell
from Accomplice Tattoos and just down the way was Danny Edwards from Black Pearl who was
tattooing Hailey Slade’s hand from Urban Image. The Black Sheep crew impressed as did the boys
from True Ink.  All in all there was no lack of talent and ambition, which bodes well for tattooing
in this part of the world.

You may know that the Jurassic Coast is so named for its stretch of prehistoric cliffs, from
Exmouth in Devon, to Swanage in Dorset, but that wasn’t the only piece of heritage worth
shouting about this weekend. If history’s your thing, then you would have been glad to see the
Bristol Tattoo Club in attendance, to give you a dose of yesteryear; there is not much Jimmie
Skuse does not know about when it comes to the history of this noble art.

Smaller shows like this still have a massive part to play in making sure tattooing stays strong
regionally as well as nationally and can really bring a group of developing artists together. Thanks
to Carl, Kerry, Yoni and the rest of the Jurassic Team for making it all happen and ensuring
everybody had a warm welcome on a cold, wet December weekend.

Text by James Sandercock Photos by James Sandercock & Mark Crawford

1.

2.

3. 4. 5. 6.

1. by craig bartlett, adorned tattoo
2. prehistoric santa
3. by danny edwards, 

black pearl tattoo
4. ggrrr
5. by rob ridland, urban image
6. by adam jeffs, 

la familia tattoo studio
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8.7.

9. 10. 11.

7. by diego, black sheep tattoo

8, 10 & 11. by reverent rudles, 

black sheep tattoo

9. by kye stacey, exclusive tattoo

12. by jessi james, 

black rabbit tattoo collective

13. tribal skull from memento mori

14. by martin clark, skin graffiti

15. by bert krak, smith street (usa)

16. by danny edwards, 

black pearl tattoo

17. danny edwards tattooing
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16.15. 17.

12. 13.

14.



18, 19, 20. by reverent rudles, 

black sheep tattoo

21. by alex hennerley, adorned tattoo

22. by marcin mikos, pixtattoo

23. by ben carter, adorned tattoo

24. by rich knight, true ink

18.

20.

21.

19.

22.

23. 24.
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When you think of Brazil,
you’d be forgiven if the
first few things that

popped into your head were
football, carnival, and the mighty
Amazon rainforest that stretches
over five and a half million square
kilometres – but perhaps not the
city of Manaus which nestles within
it. This is where Joao Bosco spent
his childhood and was formally
educated. Tattooing would probably
not spring to mind either, and
perhaps that’s why at the age 
of 24 Joao left his home and headed
to London for a different education
entirely – that of becoming the
tattoo artist he dreamt of being. 
Ten years later he now works at 
The Family Business Tattoo Shop
and has created an unmistakable
style of his own. We sat down to
chat at his flat in London, the city
he now calls home. Just how
different was it, growing up in
Brazil?

“No matter if you’re from the Amazon or
England, you grow up surrounded by the same
global media; movies, news, art and music,
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and in that respect I feel like we were all
exposed to similar influences, so it was not so
different in many ways. I grew up in a fairly
big city. Looking back my at my childhood, 
I was surrounded by football and samba, but
they were not really me. Then I discovered the
art of comic books and my mind was blown.
They bore no relation to the things that
surrounded me, it was a new universe, a
different reality and from that point on it pretty
much dominated my childhood. I had piles of
them everywhere. I was fanatical, obsessed;
somehow I was not the same anymore. My life
was different because of this contact with art.
When I grew up, naturally I wanted to be a
comic book illustrator.” But as life has a habit
of doing, things went in a different direction
for Joao.

“Sometimes you end up burying your dreams
because of your environment. Your society and
government all play a part. You want to climb

the mountain but you can’t see a path, so
it’s easier just to stay where you are.”
There was no comic book industry in
Brazil and at that point tattooing was not
even in Joao’s subconscious.  “I started to
feel the pressure of what I was going to do,
or be, as I got older. I was still drawing a
lot but without purpose, so I decided to do
an accounting degree.” Around that time
Joao also discovered the heavy metal
music scene and with that came his first
exposure to tattooing. His friends could
see the talent he had as an artist and began
to ask him for tattoo designs. “When I
thought of a tattoo artist, I just thought of
someone so far above me, it would take me
a lifetime to get to that level. But slowly I
started to get to know the tattoo scene in
North Brazil and I realised that most of the
tattooists could not draw for shit. I was
shocked, but they were still making a
living out of it.”

Words: James Sandercock  
Pictures James Sandercock and Joao Bosco
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At that point the penny dropped. Joao was lent
a couple of machines and he started to tattoo
out of his house. “I had a bunch of friends
queuing up to get tattooed even though they
knew I had just started. I thought, ‘hey, this is
pretty cool!’”

So what did his parents think of this cottage
industry that had suddenly popped up under
their roof? “My Mum has always supported
me in everything I have done. She said, ‘if you
really want to do this, then go pro, learn how
to do this properly, but finish your accounting
degree first.’ I was in the middle of my degree
at the time. I did finish it, and I remember as I
reached the end of the course everybody was
asking me whether I was going to apply for an
accounting job. I told them, ‘no, I’m going to
Europe to be a tattoo artist.’ They thought I
was crazy.”

When he finished his degree, Joao bought a
plane ticket and headed to London, where the
streets are paved with gold and more than a
few broken dreams. “I thought maybe at first 
I should go to a smaller city. Perhaps it would
be easier, less competition, more chance of
being successful. Then I decided that if I was
going to fail, I was going to fail big! I was
going to bet everything: it was all or nothing,
no fear. I was either going to make it here or
not at all.” Of course it has taken Joao a bit of
pushing, a bit of luck and a lot of hard work.
“If you have goodwill, you attract good people
to you. If you’re always humble and willing to
learn, the doors just open. And never close a
door you have just passed through; always
leave it open for the next person.” 
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A big part of that learning process has
included, and continues to include, the other
boys from Brazil – the founders of Black
Garden Tattoo: Cesar Mesquita, Tutti Serra
and Rodrigo Souto. “We all met for the first
time in London, just four young guys from
Brazil [see Total Tattoo issue 67 for the full
amazing story] who wanted to tattoo. We knew
fuck all about it, and there was nobody to
teach us. So we decided to learn together. First
of all, we took everything thing back to basics.
We had to assume that we knew nothing – only
then could we start to rebuild. We are all still
very close and continue to learn together.”

The time Joao spent being tattooed by Filip
Leu was also massively influential. “Every
session that I was tattooed by Filip, I would
take piles of sketches, dragons, snakes, skulls,
flowers… whatever, and he would sit with me
and go through them one by one, pointing
things out. Then I would go home and start to
redraw everything again. It was not always
easy to hear, but you have to accept pain to be
able to grow. For me, the time I spent with
Filip was the spark.” 
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Like all great artists, Joao is constantly
pushing himself, constantly analysing and, of
course, never satisfied. As well as his own
desire to achieve a greater understanding of
tattooing, he still looks to his tattoo heroes for
inspiration and motivation. “You have to have
a target. Without a target you don’t move. I
always say if you have a tank of water, without
a shark you’re never going to swim, you’re
just going to float around. I think it’s
important to want to be like someone. Always
have your heroes. It’s not about fame, but if
I’m not as big in artistic terms as Filip Leu or
Mauricio Teodoro, it’s nobody’s fault but my
own. I have to push myself and I have to
believe that this is possible.”

Joao’s use of colour, or the lack of it, is
another factor that makes his work stand out.
His use of black and grey with muted tones is
becoming a trademark of a Bosco tattoo. He
seems to distil an image down to its most
concentrated form. Joao doesn’t feel drawn to
the flamboyant application of colour, as used
by many new-generation tattooists, but that’s
not to say he doesn’t appreciate it. “If you have
a tattoo that is packed with colour, that alone
will make it pop, but I’ve found that black and
grey tattoos are more challenging in a way.
When you only have one colour, and the skin
to make everything happen... Jesus, that’s
scary man. I’m still developing it; I want to
strip away more. It’s a challenge, to make the
most simple thing the most effective. I would
like people to know that a tattoo is mine
straight away, no matter if they love or hate it.
I want it to have my identity, my personality,
and my opinion. I think at some point a tattoo
can say all of that.”

At the time of writing this, Joao is about to
make his first trip back to Brazil as an
accomplished tattoo artist and it’s obviously
important to him. “I’m pretty excited about it;
I’ve done some promotion and there seems to
be a demand. I think people walking around
Brazil with tattoos done by me will be pretty
cool, but I don’t want to go back for good. I
like Europe a lot. I can travel a few hours and
be somewhere very different. I think that’s
unique to this continent. I’m really enjoying
Russia at the moment; every time I go back I
want to spend longer there. It’s interesting
because not so many people go there. If
everybody heads in one direction, I try to go in
the other. Life’s too short to see the same film
again and again.” 

Talking with Joao only serves to remind me
that to be a really great tattoo artist you have to
be consumed by it. His fluid lines and limited
colour palette have set him apart from so many
artists working in large-scale, modern Asian
tattooing today. His link with the fantasy world
of comic book illustration is obviously still
strong and once again filters through to create
an intoxicating blend of east meets west. All
this has culminated in the creation of a unique
dynamic all of its own.

See more at www.joaoboscoart.com
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it’s a bug’s life
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dan stewart, lucky rabbit (usa)

animal

magic

rowan kennedy (on the road)
bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)

dane mancini 

inkamatic (italy)

ryan lewis, monster ink tattoo (usa)



mike boyd, indigo tattoo 
mitko, mitko tattoo

dan claessens, beloved tattoo (usa)
jammes, woody’s tattoo studio

cecil porter, cecil porter tattoos (usa)

rich smith, five magics



marvin silva, empire state tattoo (usa)zoe binnie, into you

roman warwink, warwInk tattoo studio (estonia)

otto, london

hannah keuls, gilded cage



jim gambell, ritual art

maciej sowa, ink-ognito tattoo (poland )

jeffrey zalesak, 
permanent impressions (usa)

mauro tampieri, 

skinwear tattoo (italy)

dek kent, electric kicks tattoo



kirk sheppard, 

rain city tattoo (canada)

nick horn, good times tattoo

charissa gregson, jolie rouge

toni moore, imperial tattoo company

jan willem, 
25 to life tattoos

(holland)

dawnii, painted lady tattoo parlour



paul tipping, o’happy dagger

tiny miss becca, jayne doe tattoo

neil dransfield, oddfellows tattoo collective

kamil, kamil tattoo

piotr cwiek, 
southmead tattoo studio

han, 
king of kIngs 

(holland)



chris 51, area 51 tattoo (usa)

arms and legs

roman warwink, warwInk tattoo studio (estonia)anabi, anabi tattoo (poland)

zele, tattoo zagreb (croatia)

amy shandick, precisely veiled tattoo (usa) 



ueo, ueo tattoo (italy)

dimitri hk, dimitri hk tattoo (france)

bill canales, full circle tattoos (usa)



live2, pajo tattoo studio

(germany) 

kenji shigehara, yk tattoo (japan)

liorcifer, infernum tattoos (usa)
mitko, mitko tattoo 

mitko, mitko tattoo 



paco dietz, graven image tattoo (usa) matt hart, inspirations

brent mccown tattoo tatau

(austria)

dustin yip, skanvas tattoo (usa)

gary helyar, helyar tattoos



diel nordin, big street tattoo (sweden)
gabriela lastra, couleys tattoo studio

doug fawkes, flaming gun tattoo 

chaim machlev, dots to lines (germany)

jens arnqvist, big street tattoo (sweden)

its a bugs life



roman warwink, warwInk tattoo studio (estonia)

aaron clapham, tattoo art

antony flemming, world of tattoos

   



ian mcalister, red hot and blue

charlotte timmons, 

modern body art

roman warwink, warwink tattoo studio (estonia)

nick horn, good times tattoo



martin crosthwaite, flaming gun tattoo studio

paco casero, gilded cage

dane mancini, inkamatic (italy) 



stefano c, frith street

piotr cwiek, 

southmead tattoo studio  

cecil porter, cecil porter tattoos (usa)

christian hold fast, skinwear (italy)

mick miller, 

nostalgia traditional tattooing 

about face



mike stockings, legacy ink

charlotte timmons, modern body art

hugh fowler, treat daddy ink (usa)

boris, boris tattoo (hungary)

 

leanne fate, urban ink

piotr cwiek, 
southmead tattoo studio  
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Christian Rex van Minnen’s work is a distorted mix of traditional
Flemish portraiture with a dash of Arcimboldo’s surrealism, and
some snippets of information taken from illustrated medical

encyclopedias. Within his work, body art is often referenced, with many
of his paintings having tattoos adorning their faces. We met him at his
house in Brooklyn, New York, to chat about tattoos, his work, and being
a Dad.

Where are you from?
I was born in Providence, Rhode Island, and grew up in Colorado. I now live here in
Brooklyn.

What brought you to New York? Colorado is so beautiful!
My wife and I have moved around a lot. Colorado is beautiful, it’s true, and feels like home to
us both, but New York is a very inspiring, fun place to live. When we found out we were going
to have a baby we decided that we’d better move to New York; it was a ‘now or never’ kind of
sentiment. It is still the cultural and artistic epicentre of the US, despite recent claims by the
omnipresent Internet. I have met so many great artists and seen so much great art since being
here.

How did you start making art?
With the short pencils and small pieces of paper on the back of church pews. I had an
awesome high school art teacher who introduced me to oil paints when I was 14 or 15 and I
instantly fell in love with the medium.

Did you study art? Who are your mentors and biggest influences in visual arts?
I received my degree from Regis University – a small Jesuit university – where I majored in
Art. The first artist I came to admire when I was very young was H.R. Giger; the movie Aliens
changed my life, and scared the hell out of me. I later discovered the early surrealists like
Ernst, Magritte and Tanguy, all of whom were very influential. Nowadays, the masters of the
Dutch Golden Age are my mentors.

Do you consider tattooists to be artists or artisans?
Artists. Tattoos don’t really strike me as just practical or useful, in the strictest sense – unless
you’re that guy from Memento! [Laughs] Of course, it’s a sensitive issue and has a lot to do
with what tattooists want to call it themselves. It’s subjective and there’s more than one right
answer. While in Colorado, for a short time I rented a small space in the back of a tattoo shop
that my friends operate. It was interesting being there, to be sure. There were more people
hanging around than I would ideally choose, but it was a good deal, and fun for a few months.
After that I went into a residency program at Anderson Ranch Arts Center in Snowmass, just
up the road from there. I definitely came to admire the skill, dexterity, creativity, endurance
and patience required for that art.

Have you ever had any desire to become a tattoo artist yourself?
No, I don’t like doing commission work and have done very little of it. Plus, I don’t think I’d
like blood, or parts of strangers getting up in my grill. I have all the respect in the world for
tattoo artists though; if you’re actually good at drawing it seems like a better way to make a
living than in the mainstream art world.

CHRISTIAN REX
VAN MINNEN

BROOKLYN, NYInterview by Marco Annunziata
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Who collects your work?
Well, I don’t often meet the collectors of my
work, but those that I have met seem to be
down-to-earth. I suppose if you’re going to
hang one of my paintings in your home, then
you’re not someone who’s afraid of your own
shadow.
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So, who are some of the characters in your
paintings?
I don’t see them as characters. I see them more
as complex emotions in form and light.

Are the faces in your portraits tattooed?
How did you do that?
Some are; others have make-up, jewellery, skin
blemishes or distress. I enjoy developing the
epidermal accoutrements, like tattoos, to act as
a sort of interference layer to create dissonance
with the forms upon which they lay. For the
tattoos, I generally work the bluish-black ink
into the wet skin glazing, poking it into the
depths of the skin glazes, much like a tattooist
would.

Is there anything you would like to paint
that you have not yet had the chance?
I like bright, neon-like things; I haven’t yet
figured out why, or how to incorporate them
regularly into my work.

Do you work with other media?
I’ve recently begun printmaking, making
monotypes at home when I’m taking care of
my baby boy, whenever he sleeps or is chillin’.

What do you like to do when you are not
making art?
Nowadays it’s pretty much husband, father,
artist. Occasionally I get out and see some
shows, or have a museum visit or studio visits
with other artists. We take Sundays off to
explore this wonderful city; that makes for a
balanced life. I feel very lucky to be able to
spend so much time with my beautiful baby
boy. He is a great joy. 

Christian’s next show is in April at Gallery
Poulsen, Copenhagen. Check out
www.gallerypoulsen.com for details. 
To follow Christian’s work, go to
www.christianvanminnen.com where you
can also find links to his Facebook and
Instagram.
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east coast tattoo expo

H
ot diggity damn, we be redneckin’ alright. Ten years in
and this mule still be a-kickin’ fo’ sho. In case you
hadn’t guessed, the East Coast Tattoo Expo has come

around once more, ready to mount the steed for its tenth year
on the convention calendar... And the theme, Redneck Trailer
Trash.  

A decade is a long time in tattooing and a big milestone for any convention, but that is exactly
what the East Coast Tattoo Expo has successfully achieved with this year’s show. Now well
established in its new home at Highfield Grange Holiday Park in Clacton, it has endured with a
working artist list that continues to grow, despite these tough economic times. The show has
built a solid reputation as the ‘party’ convention, and the Friday night welcome shindig is always a
highlight at the end of a long season. It allows everyone the opportunity to let their hair down
and relax whist being entertained. This year’s cabaret was in the form of a night of comedy,
although some might believe the term should be used in its loosest possible terms!

Report & Photos by Perry

All the action takes place in two main rooms
connected via the bar area. The upper room
housed fifty percent of the working artists,
with the remainder in the main hall and a few
in between. The hall’s large stage was the
obvious location for the competitions at the
end of Sunday, which were this year being
sponsored by A Pound of Flesh, who produce
artificial body parts for the tattoo world. Each
award winner received a hand fabricated from
fake skin on which to tattoo. All those who
choose to artistically enhance each hand and
submit it will be judged, with the winner
receiving a free booth at next year’s Expo. I
asked organiser Sonya what inspired her to
use these unique awards? “I’m convinced
APOF is going to be a useful tool for both
established artists and apprentices to practice
and showcase their work in the future, and so
it was great to get involved with this
promising new company during its infancy.”

Every category in the competition has a first,
second and third place, with only artists
working the show able to enter. This means
the competitions really are one of the

highlights of East Coast, and one of the
reasons why artists from all over the country
make the annual pilgrimage to the ‘party
show’. This year saw the likes of local studio
Cosmic Tattoo rub shoulders with Obsessions
Tattoo, Silver Needles, Seven Star, Lady Luck,
Panther Crew and Blue Dragon, along with
Black Lotus, Suns and Roses, and about forty
other studios. (For a full list of attending
artists check out www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk)

Highfield Holiday Park is ideal for a tattoo
convention as it is a totally self-contained
venue. The on-site caravans provide
accommodation and the bars, restaurant and
chip shop provide the essentials. The delights
of the Essex seaside resort of Clacton are just
moments away, should you become
overwhelmed by the desire for a bracing walk
along the promenade to clear some cobwebs,
or a trip to the pier. 

If the East Coast Tattoo Expo was to slap a
bumper sticker on its own metaphorical
redneck trailer, it would say Still Truckin’.
The show is organised by Sonya from Red’s
Tattoo Parlour and her partner Glyn from
Pirate Ink in Sudbury. They and their
hardworking crew put so much effort into the
event and are constantly on hand to deal with
any queries. This show deserves a big
audience, but numbers continue to be low,
which is an unfortunate pattern being
experienced by many conventions during
these tough times of austerity. Despite this, we
are assured plans are already afoot, so we can
expect more fun and frolics at the next East
Coast Tattoo Expo. Keep an eye on Total
Tattoo for details.

1.

2.

3.

1. roman by jason griffiths, ultimate ink
2. the trophies, with ‘apof’ hands
3. wendy by james, jekyll and hyde
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4. 5. 6.

7.

9.
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10. 11.

12. 13.

14.

4. adam by neil button, 2 guns tattoo
5. emma by sonny mitchell, black lotus tattoo
6. ross by a j, rising phoenix tattoo
7. jason by jess, silver needles
8. luke by joe partridge, 

panther crew electric tattooing
9. chris by steve, art and soul
10. colin by arran burton, cosmic tattoo
11. jonathan by dotwork damian, blue dragon
12. darren by sonny mitchell, black lotus tattoo
13. mike by tek, hellcats tattoo parlour
14. jock by ali o’reilly, jekyll & hyde
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15. 16. 17.

18. 19.

20.

21.

15. dave by mike millward, inked up
16. nick by lewis weatherley, 

panther crew electric tattooing
17. jess by emma, lady luck
18. jack by ronnie goddard, 

blood sweat and pain
19. lucy by zoe clark, silver needles
20. jess by emma, lady luck
21. scott by danny brown, purple rose
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 

This month Dave Koenig, Liquid Courage Tattoos (USA) If you would like us to consider your work, please send

examples to: Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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Born and raised in Israel, Guil Zekri always felt the
calling of the wider world outside of his home.
So at the age of 18, he joined the army as a marine

paramedic, spending time in Rwanda and the Congo, where
I think it’s safe to say he saw the darker side of life. Whilst
in the forces, he found himself increasingly drawn to the
metal scene. “Perhaps it was a way to take out my
aggression; I have no fucking idea.” Once he left the army,
initial plans to move to the States with his band just didn’t
come together, so he began to travel. He eventually returned
to Israel at the age of 24, and found himself a little aimless.
He decided to explore art, and thanks to dual citizenship he
headed to Paris to study Philosophy and Art Aesthetics,
resulting in a very different way of looking at life. Finding
himself broke at 29, and living in one of Europe’s most
expensive cities, he had no choice but to move on again.
A tattoo artist in Munster, Germany, saw some of Guil’s
paintings and offered him a deal: “You teach me to paint,
and I’ll teach you to tattoo. The rest, as they say, is history.
He now owns his own studio in Cologne – Inkarnation –
and life for this very humble yet hugely charismatic
individual is good.

Interview and Portrait: James Sandercock

Pictures: Guil Zekri 
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I was curious to find out how Guil (who
has obviously spent a lot of time
pondering the meaning of art) sees
tattooing fitting into the greater art
world. “I have to separate tattooing as
an art, from art itself. Just because
someone gives you the medium of skin,
that does not directly transform you into
an artist. Art is not measured by one
tattoo, or one painting; art is measured
over a lifetime, in my opinion. If you
compare what we are doing in the tattoo
scene to the art scene, they are very
different. As an artist you have the
choice of any medium that you would like
to use for your concept, or to have a
dialogue within yourself. I feel that
unfortunately somehow tattooing is
limited in that respect. Imagine if you had
a canvas and it was to say, ‘No, I don’t
want to be painted on the right-hand
side, only on the left, and I don’t want to
be white, I want to be black’, then it
grew arms and legs and walked off.
When tattooing, I consider myself as
someone who sells his talent and enjoys
the contact with another human being
who allows me to mark them for life.”

So when not tattooing, but still creating, how does he see things? “I don’t think of
myself as an artist when painting either. Perhaps, as Joseph Beuys [German artist and
member of the Fluxus movement] said, I am a ‘culture mediator’. Wherever I get my
inspiration from, be that books, film, whatever, I absorb it, process it, then puke it out
in whatever medium I choose to work with. To me, an artist is a whole way of being;
it’s the way you dress, the way you eat, the way you walk, the way you react; it’s the
way you think. I don’t think everyone can be an artist. The word ‘art’ itself has been
lowered to a very merchandised level. Now a graphic designer will call himself or
herself a graphic artist. I think perhaps it’s Andy Warhol’s fault? In my opinion, art has
to have a concept and a message. It needs to be understood from the moment
someone comes into contact with it; it needs to wake up emotions within you.”
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So does Guil aspire to become an artist?
He pauses before he answers... “In
whose eyes? Yours or mine?” I was
interested in his opinion of himself. “No,
not in my eyes. Personally I don’t have a
lot of choices. If I feel I need to paint and
it’s 3 o’clock in the morning, then I will
just paint. If I don’t eat for three days
because I’m focusing on this face and it’s
driving me crazy, then I will just work.
If I have an image in my brain I have to
work it out. It’s something that is much
stronger than me. Aspiring to be an artist
in the eyes of other people? It depends
on whether I want to lie to myself or not.
If I was to paint three beautiful women
with nice tits and make-up on their faces,
then everybody will call me an artist, but
is that what I’m looking for? No, not at
all.”
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Guil’s love of painting is deeply reflected
in his tattoo work; his passion for these
two forms of expression links them
together, so much so that it would seem
that one has allowed the other to exist. “I
do make a big separation between the
two, though. When I paint, I search for a
concept and have to deal only with
myself. It’s a completely different
working process. I think I am a painter
first; that’s how I started, then I moved to
tattoos. I cannot lie to myself and I think
it shows in my work. I’m very influenced
by 16th /17th century Baroque. Maybe I
was born in the wrong time.” 

“I’ll tell you a secret: I cannot draw. I
have to see an image in my mind, I can
then tattoo it, sculpt it, whatever. If I can’t
see it fully like a vision, I can’t do it. Of
course then it changes as you figure out
how to make it work. I see these amazing
young artists who draw unbelievably, but
I just can’t do that, and I have never
really tried, because again it would be
lying to myself. It is frustrating, but
thankfully people do dig having
something that looks like an oil painting
for a tattoo.”

The inevitable consequence of this
creative collision is the development of a
style all of his own. “I’m a storyteller. I
like to work on more mysterious images
and complicate things for myself, really
racking my brains regarding the
composition. Listening to my customers, I
put that information into my brain, and
translate it to the laws of tattooing;
making sure it will function with the body.
I don’t intentionally try to overcomplicate
things. I just do what comes naturally, or
at least it does now. It didn’t at first.”

Listening to Guil talk with such passion
about change and his personal
development, it struck me that perhaps
having tattoos – images that don’t
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change – permanently with you,  might have become a
personal conflict for him. “If I could have the possibility to take
off all my tattoos I would have done it. I don’t think you need to
have tattoos to be a good tattoo artist these days. Six or seven
years ago I was a big fan of realism and hyper-realism; now I
feel like I understand more about what makes a good tattoo.
When I get tattoos they have nothing to do with what I tattoo,
or the scene that I am part of. I’m attracted to black work like
Gerd’s of Time Travelling Tattoo; I think it’s amazing and will
last forever. At the moment I’m travelling in Southeast Asia, so
I’m getting a lot of mandalas. I do have another planned, but
would live happily with none at all as well. When I was playing
in my Death Metal band fifteen years ago and had two sleeves,
it was like, ‘wow’. Now maybe to have no tattoos is more
interesting? Maybe it’s just a feeling I have because of the
exploding popularity of tattoos.”

So often when we talk with tattooists about what inspires them,
travel is cited as a massive stimulus. I wondered if, for Guil, this
process was direct or indirect. “I think it’s more indirect. I never
work when I travel. I just backpack. I enjoy new places, new
people, I eat everything possible. Things slowly seep in. If you
go to an Indian wedding and you have fifty different women all
wearing a different coloured sari, in an unbelievable place, of
course it has to influence the way you think. It’s the best way to
learn about yourself. It changes your perceptions politically,
socially: in every dimension. Travelling gives me perspective
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and keeps me the way I am. When I
come home it makes me realise that no
matter how seriously you take it, it’s just
tattooing. Even if I was to do the best
tattoo of all time I’m not going to win a
Nobel Prize for it.”

So what does the future hold? “Less
tattooing but better tattoos. I have to
admit I have been a little overwhelmed
by my success. I have been tattooing for
ten years and am now booked up for
two. I’m a nice guy and I find it difficult
to say no. Last year I managed to finish
quite a few big pieces and this year I
want to slowly, slowly wind down. Only
work maybe three, or a maximum of four
days a week. This will allow me to think a
little more about my tattoos. I want to
work on things that I feel inside, and
choosing the right people to work with is
important. That’s not a must, but it is a
privilege that I would like to have. I’m
also painting a lot. I think perhaps this is
the first time in my life that I have
touched art.”

Next year we will see the first exhibitions
of Guil’s current project, which is

incredibly important to him. “I have not
exhibited any work up to this point
because I did not feel I was ready. Now 
I think my work will speak for itself. At
this moment I need to concentrate on my
painting – and in a year or two, the
things I have learnt can be brought back
to the skin. It’s completely normal in life
to take a break from something; clear
your mind, then when you come back to
it, it can grow again. Perhaps if you
tattoo day in day out, you will improve
your technique, but your ideas will not be
so interesting? If I push both hard, sooner
or later there will be a breakdown.”

Finally I wondered if the aging process
has helped Guil recognise and deal
better with a creative life. A big smile
crosses his face, “I love it man, love it,
every year that I get older I feel younger.
I could not have talked to you like this
ten years ago; I would have come across
as very arrogant and stupid. Life just
seems to flow so much better with the
passing of time.”

reinkarnationtattoos.com
www.facebook.com/guil.zekri
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cariad inktattoo convention

1.

4.

2.

3.

5.

Text & Photography: 
Kate Pulner and Neil Dalleywater 

Recipe for a successful tattoo show

Ingredients:
2 determined organisers
1 cracking venue on the North Wales coast
(Venue Cymru, Llandudno)
27 tattooists (a mixture of local talent and
artists from further afield)
6 vendors
6 bands
1 pole-dancing act
1 burlesque act

Method:
Take a lovely winter weekend in North Wales
and add two excellent organisers in the form
of Daisy, avid tattoo collector, and Hefin
Hughes, tattooist from Absalut Ink, Deganwy.
Mix in a good selection of tattoo artists from
home and abroad, offering show goers with a

variety of different styles. Sprinkle on a tasty
selection of bands – my personal favourite
being Cherry Tree Walk – and add
entertainment in the form of Suzie Sequin's
burlesque and a display from the North Wales
Pole and Aerial Acts Academy. Stir in some
vendor stalls (selling crafts, clothing and art)
and those all-important purveyors of tattoo
supplies to provide the essentials that the
pesky tattooists forgot to bring with them.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating, as
they say, and having thoroughly digested Cariad
Ink, I am happy to report that it was a really
enjoyable event – one that harked back to the
early days of tattoo conventions. This recipe
for a small, very friendly convention allows the
attending artists to interact and learn from
each other. It’s a tasty little treat in the
convention calendar.

At the end of November 2013, Cariad Ink put on its second
convention,  which is no mean feat. The word ‘Cariad’ is Welsh
for ‘Love’, and we definitely fell for this little festival.

Successful tattoo conventions are a delicate blend of ingredients, skilfully put together. They often
take time to perfect and they need a dash of magic to be memorable. So what’s the secret?
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1. liam by duane robinson, illumineye tattoo
2. darren by jay abbott, psycho monkey
3. llandudno seafront
4. ross by ant ross, redskin tattoo
5. andy by ross, top notch tattoos
6. north wales pole & aerial academy
7. emma by kel reeves, psycho monkey 
8. danielle by craig measures, golden dragon
9. madelaine by blaine dickinson, 

top notch tattoos
10. ben by jane moseley, golden dragon tattoo
11. neil was looking pretty tired at the end
12. ashley by chin, chin-n-ink (sweden)
13. cherry tree walk, one of the six bands

6. 8.

9.

7.

11.

13.

10.

12.
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Octopus Tattoo
Gerry Carnelly • Ben Shaw • Mat Bone
66 Osmaston Road, Derby, DE1 2HZ
01332 204240
www.octopustattoostudio.com
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To find out about our special offers for

display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk,

CO10 7WL, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS

February 9-10

Back in the Day Tattoo Expo 
Holiday Inn (East) London Road, 
Newport Pagnal, Milton Keynes MK16 0JA
www.facebook.com/pages/Needle-Gangstas-Back-in-
the-Day-Convention /487670711284263

February 15-16

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton
www.brightontattoo.com

March 1-2

Tattoo Tea Party
Event City Limited, Phoenix Way, Urmston,
Manchester, M41 7TB 
www.tattooteaparty.com

March 29-30

The Scottish Tattoo Show
Corn Exchange, Edinburgh, EH14 1RJ 
www.scottishtattooconvention.net

April 6

Ink & Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
B16 9EE
www.inkandiron.co.uk
info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 12-13

Tattoo Extravaganza Portsmouth
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre, Clarence Esplanade,
Portsmouth, Hampshire PO5 3ST
tattooextravaganza@live.co.uk
www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 12-13

7th North Lakes Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria
Tel 01228 545156
www.northlakestattooshow.co.uk

May 11

Somerset Tattoo Convention
Blake Hall, St Saviours Avenue, Bridgwater, Somerset,
TA6 3NZ

May 17-18

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,
Merseyside, L3 5UL
Tel: 0151 709 0479
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 24-25

The 4th International Northern
Ireland Tattoo Convention
Ulster Hall, Belfast
Facebook.com/nitattoo.convention
ww.nitattoo.co.uk

May 24-25

Leeds International Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall, adjacent to Royal Armouries
Museum, Leeds
Tel 07787 420244
enquiries.lite@gmail.com
www.leedstattooexpo.com

May 24-25
‘Ink & Oil Tattoo and Art
Convention’.
The East of England Showground, 

Peterborough, Cambridgeshire PE2 6XE

www.hotrodandcustomshow.co.uk

June 7-8

Croydon Tattoo Convention
Fairfield Halls, Park Lane, Croydon,  Surrey CR9 1DG,
www.croydontattooconvention.com/

June 7-8

Northampton International 
Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road, Northampton,
NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconvention.com
Tel:01604 949958

June 7-8

Reading Tattoo Convention
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield Avenue,
Reading, RG1 8ER
Tel 0118 959 0700 or 0118 959 8616
readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, Weston Super Mare
www.inkfest.co.uk

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, 
North Yorkshire YO23 1EX
www.inkforheroes.co.uk
inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

July 12-13

Milton Keynes Tattoo Expo
Stadium MK, Stadium Way West, Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 
Tel 01908 604201
www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel & Spa
24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, CF24 0DD
info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk
www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 26-27

Portsmouth Tattoo Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth, Hampshire
www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast
1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter
Belfast BT3 9EP, 

September 5-7

The 2nd International Deaf
Tattoo Convention
St. John’s Deaf Community Centre
258 Greens Lanes, Manor House, London, N4 2HE
www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 26-28

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock

Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

March 7-9

Mondial du Tatouage
Mondial du Tatouage de La Villette
211 Avenue Jean Jaurès, 75019 Paris, France
www.mondialdutatouage.com

March 21-23

Skindustry Expo
Holiday Inn Conference Center, Lehigh Valley,
Allentown, PA, USA
Tel +1 610 770 7587 or email
info@skindustryexpo.com
www.skindustryexpo.com 

March 28-30

12th Annual Lady Luck Tattoo
Arts Expo
Circus Circus Hotel and Casino, Reno, Nevada, USA
Tel +1 412 531 5319 or email tattootim@me.com
www.ladylucktattooexpo.com

April 11-13

Frankfurt International Tattoo
Convention
Fairground Frankfurt, Theodor-Heuss-Allee 3
60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
www.convention-frankfurt.de/joom/

April 25-27

4th International Nepal Tattoo
Convention
Yak and Yeti Hotel
www.nepaltattooconvention.com
www.facebook.com/NepalTattoo

April 30-June 1

Amsterdam Tattoo Convention
RAI Amsterdam
Europaplein 1078 GZ Amsterdam The Netherlands
http://amsterdam.tattooexpo.eu/nl/2014/

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania
www.tattooexpo.ro
www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting of the
Marked
Monroeville Convention Center, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA
Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or email tattootim@me.com
www.meetingofthemarked.com

November 7-9

International Brussels tattoo
Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/



To find out who sells Total Tattoo in your area, email your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For details, call our free

subscriptions hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

Tattoo studios! You can sell Total Tattoo on an easy 

sale-or-return basis. To find out more, email

totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk or phone 01787 242100
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MEL NOIR
Venus or mars, ink from the needle

Ina world where it’s perceived that men are
from Mars, and women from Venus,
tattooed women can often feel like they’re

orbiting another solar system entirely. Prejudices
against inked-up females have traversed the
generations; while tattooing has been seen in a
more favourable light in the last few decades, the
same archaic expectancies of how a woman should
look and conduct herself linger. For those of us
artistically enhanced Venusians, it’s a cultural fact
that can prove pretty annoying, and downright
unsavoury. There are constantly women out there
dealing with comments about how they shouldn’t
have tattoos, or how it makes them a degenerate.
Personally, I’ve even been encouraged not to get
any more tattoos simply because of my gender, and
I’m sure readers of the fairer sex have been subject
to similar quips! Will these views be as permanent
as the ink in question, or will the great art form
outlive the outdated limitations imposed by
society?

The relationship between tattooed and non-tattooed members of
the public has changed considerably in the last decade or so, and
it’s been very interesting to watch this happening. It’s becoming
more commonplace to get larger pieces, and those who may have
previously never considered a tattoo are now getting awesome
work done. At the same time, there are still some opinions that
are stubbornly clinging to the back of many people’s minds,
particularly the labels given to tattooed women. These are
frustrating and unfounded.

One perception many people seem to have of tattooed women is
that they’re extremely promiscuous. I can’t even tell you how
many creeps have approached me, stroking my arms, to let me
know that they really ‘dig my ink’ while asking for my number.
It’s so degrading; you can’t help but feel annoyed by it. But it
isn’t only creeps in nightclubs who feel the need to act this way;
some research carried out by Nicolas Guéguen last year
concluded that men are more likely to approach a woman who
has a tattoo because believe that they’re more likely to have sex
with them on the first date. There doesn’t seem to be any
supporting evidence to back up these ideas and I’m not sure
about you ladies, but I didn’t go from being a prim and proper
lady to an oversexed man-eater as soon as a tattoo machine first
touched my skin.

Whenever we’re not assumed to be promiscuous, us tattooed
ladies are often called out for not being as classy or ladylike as
our non-tattooed peers. It seems as though people who hold this

opinion don’t bat an eyelid when a man gets a tattoo, but when a
women does it’s supposedly abnormal. You see this a lot in
cheesy celebrity magazines and websites; when David Beckham
gets a new tattoo, no one cares, but when Cheryl Cole was
tattooed by Nikko Hurtado last year, there was an uproar about
the ‘desecration’ of her behind, with words like ‘ruined’ and
‘tasteless’ being constantly repeated. Just two years ago, Lisa
Khoury, the editor of a publication called The Spectrum was
under fire for writing an article that slated tattooed women,
saying that “an elegant woman does not vandalize the temple she
has been blessed with as her body. She appreciates it. She flaunts
it. [She] gets her nails done. She enjoys the finer things in life, all
with the body she was blessed with.”

What isn’t being recognised is the fact that the tattooed
community represents an incredibly diverse group of individuals.
It would be naïve to assume that all women who don’t have
tattoos are ladylike and those who do are slobs who don’t
appreciate their bodies. Although the mainstream media has often
enjoyed illustrating how tattooed people, especially women, are
so varied in their nature – they talk about women who are getting
their first tattoo, women who use tattoos to beautifully cover up
mastectomy scars and grandmas in their 80s taking a trip to the
tattoo shop – these myths continue. To speculate about such a
huge group of people is just insane, but it still happens all of the
time. To generalise tattooed women is to generalise women as a
whole. Khoury’s article asks, “Why put a bumper sticker on a
Ferrari?” I say why not, it’s my ride!
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